State of Arizona
COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT

Disposition of Complaint 11-187

Complainant:

Lisa Jacob

Judge:

Michael Pollard

ORDER
The complainant alleged two municipal magistrate judges engaged in ethical
misconduct. The commission finds that one judge did not engage in misconduct and,
pursuant to Commission Rule 9(a), identifying information pertaining to him has been
redacted. After reviewing the response filed by Judge Pollard, the commission finds that
he violated the Code of Judicial Conduct.
Rule 1.2 of the Code requires a judge to avoid impropriety and the appearance of
impropriety and Rule 1.3 forbids a judge from abusing the prestige of the office to advance
the personal or economic interests of others. In this case, the judge improperly made
inquiries to two other judges about a case on behalf of family friends involved in that case.
While the judge assured his friends that he had no authority to change the decision
previously made, his inquiries may have led the complainant to believe he could, in fact,
impact the outcome of the underlying case. The judge’s conduct in making the inquiries
was improper and also gave the appearance of impropriety. To the extent that additional
allegations were raised regarding the substantive legal ruling in the underlying case, the
commission finds no misconduct and dismisses those allegations.
Accordingly, the complaint is dismissed as to the first judge and Judge Pollard is
hereby reprimanded for his conduct pursuant to Rule 17(a), and the record in this case,
consisting of the complaint, the judge’s response, and this order, shall be made public as
required by Rule 9(a) and to the extent consistent with the decision to dismiss the
complaint against the first judge.
Dated: December 20, 2011,
FOR THE COMMISSION
/s/ Louis Dominguez
Louis Frank Dominguez
Commission Chair

Copies of this order were mailed
to the complainant and the judge
on December 20, 2011.

This order may not be used as a basis for disqualification of a judge.

